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     What did people say to me when they learned I was giving the 

commencement address? Well, Mr. Chang congratulated me and said, 

“Don’t worry. All you have to do is two things: be funny and have one 

profound line.” Mr. Colburn also told me not to worry. He said, “Just 

don’t give a bad speech; but if you do, no one listens or remembers 

these things anyway.” Ms. Byrd asked me what I was going to wear 

and was incredulous when I told her I hadn’t consulted Ms. Roche yet 

about possible outfits. I rectified that problem last Thursday, so if you 

don’t like my outfit, I’d like to defer responsibility to her. 

     All that is to say I received a lot of great counsel for this talk. But 

what I learned as I sifted through this advice as well as my own ideas 

about what I might share with you today, was that at least part of this 

talk was written long before Mr. Roach asked me to speak. It was 

written in my interactions with students – past and present, formal 

and informal – with my teachers, my colleagues, my family, through 

books I’ve read, films I’ve seen, music I’ve listened to and struggled 

with. Essentially, there are many voices that are filtered through me to 

arrive at the ideas I share with you today. It is my hope that the 

words I speak here honor my influences as much as they are meant to 

honor the graduating Class of 2003. 

     Here is what I’d like for you to remember from this talk. I need you 

to do two things simultaneously: EMBRACE COMPLEXITY and TAKE 

RISKS. Not terribly funny or profound I know (sorry Mr. Chang!). Yet I 

believe – no I know – that embracing complexity and taking risks are 

both the most difficult and potentially most rewarding things you can 

do. Embracing complexity involves welcoming challenge and accepting 



that we live in a dynamic, nuanced world. And, to fully engage 

complexity you must have a risk-taking spirit. Now, taking chances 

doesn’t mean being reckless, throwing caution to the wind, being 

thoughtless or irresponsible to yourself or others. It includes loving 

yourself enough to give yourself opportunities to grow. It calls you to 

face, head on, the challenging moments in your lives with passion and 

intentionality. Truly taking risks is problematic for many of us because 

it leads to our becoming unsettled by experiences that may challenge 

and push us. I contend that through that, as citizens of the world, we 

need to do this more. Essentially, when we intentionally venture into 

uncharted territory, we make it possible to engage all that is 

demanding and challenging. 

     My most immediate reason for focusing today on complexity and 

risk-taking was my experience this year with seniors in my English 

classes. In the fall, my students read Toni Morrison’s complexly 

beautiful novel, Beloved. To many of them, and to me initially, the 

book was neither a beloved nor beautiful text. Some asked me why I 

was making them read such a depressing and disconcerting book 

during the fall of their senior year. There were some particularly 

visceral responses to the text. In fact, if you look carefully in the 2003 

yearbook, you will find recorded there one such passionate response. 

     This was not my first challenging experience teaching Morrison’s 

work and I’m sure it won’t be my last. While I grew frustrated at times 

with my students’ seeming unwillingness to engage the material, I also 

began seeing their resistance wear away. Students saw hard-earned 

breakthrough moments in their writing and reading practices. I 

witnessed young scholars thinking about and challenging the 

assumptions with which they approach literature and the world around 

them. I saw them sense that they were more than capable to handle 



the curves Morrison and other writers we read were throwing them. 

They realized, as one of my students wrote in a note to me afterwards, 

that literary analysis could be enjoyable. Enjoyable because she 

allowed herself to be creative through engaging the intricacies that 

Morrison’s text presented. The book taught my students to grow as 

writers and thinkers. Several of the obstinate readers and writers 

became some of the most bold, most creative students I have ever 

had the pleasure to teach. By the end of this course, they were clearly 

willing to embrace complexity and take risks. This spirit continued to 

mature during the rest of the School year. 

    My students’ responses to Beloved – the resistant and the eventual 

willing – reinforced for me the importance of teaching material that 

disarms, unsettles and brings students to see that a journey towards 

nuanced ideas can be ultimately fulfilling. It is more worthwhile than 

gravitating towards simplicity just because it might be the easier road 

to take. Members of the graduating class, by making it to the chairs 

you sit in today, you know that you’ve been pushed, prodded, some of 

you even dragged to perform in ways you never imagined. Many of 

you intuitively know that nothing worthwhile you’ve achieved came 

without risk. Because you’ve learned this, I know we have much to 

celebrate today.  

     As daunting as the hard work of learning sounds, remember that 

none of us are alone in our pursuits. We as individuals mirror the 

world’s complexity in the very ways we are interconnected with others. 

As Michael Ondaatje writes in The English Patient, “we are communal 

histories, communal books.” I have always been drawn to this 

statement because it describes our layered identities. We are 

networks, larger than ourselves, even as we try constantly to 

determine who that self is. To extend Ondaatje’s idea, I believe we 



also represent communal memories. And, as my seniors also explored 

in class this year, memory of the past and how it refigures the present 

is one of the things that makes meaning so complex. 

     Now don’t get me wrong. I do enjoy simplicity in areas of my life. I 

love my Macintosh and its point and click features. I love my 

automatic Toyota. I love my high efficiency washing machine that 

keeps me from having to use my grandmother’s washboard that hangs 

right above it. I need not understand how a satellite transmits to my 

television set. I love the simplicity and peace of yoga, the practice of 

the breath. Such a fundamental thing to remember to breathe. But 

even in the simple aspects of life, there is a functioning complexity. As 

I’ve learned, beneath the breath of yoga, for example, there is an 

understanding that the practice brings together the mind, body and 

soul. What a dynamic interplay between parts of ourselves that, at 

least in western cultures, we tend to separate into clearly defined 

compartments. 

     But to appreciate simplicity doesn’t mean that we shy away from 

the difficult. To run from the difficult, to run from struggle merely to 

take the easy road, I believe, is a mistake. I fear this human tendency 

towards making decisions based on short clips of information, on 

simplified versions of truth. If we only think of the world in terms of 

boxes and never in terms of curves, what are we missing? 

     Complex thinking is at work at St. Andrew’s. For instance, the 

piercing vision and practice demonstrated by Tad Roach, Will Speers, 

Bob Colburn, especially Nan Mein, and countless others, lead us to 

revise the relationship between diversity and community. Though 

these ideas – diversity and community – are often thought of as 

mutually exclusive. I believe that the existence of a healthy and 

vibrant community is very much dependent upon diversity. And, I 



don’t mean diversity in terms of just race or gender, but in terms of 

the myriad elements of identity that we each contribute to this place. I 

love the Oxford English Dictionary’s definition of “community” as “a 

body of individuals.” Certainly inherent in the notion of an American 

nation is the idea, “e pluribus unum” – from many, one. But 

community with diversity is the charge of our nation today. In order 

for community to work for everyone in it, it must recognize not the 

way the individual confirms what “is,” but how that individual 

enhances and speaks differently from all that is already here. The 

challenge to the St. Andrew’s community is to continue to practice 

communal complexity, to figure out how to recognize and embrace 

what we designate as “difference” in the framework of a vibrant 

community. Never choose to exist in a community that fails to 

recognize your unique position in it. How can a community exist in a 

healthy manner while ignoring important facets of its members? 

Despite what the rhetoric of color blindness suggests, to not speak 

difference merely perpetuates a misunderstanding of difference. 

     So we must wrestle, cajole, and risk insecurity in order to exercise 

what Toni Morrison calls “The Dancing Mind.” While Morrison is 

speaking specifically about the difficulties of the reading and writing 

life, think about her words and their possible relation to any activity to 

which you dedicate yourself. Morrison explains, “There is a certain kind 

of peace that is not merely the absence of war. It is larger than that. 

The peace I am thinking of is not at the mercy of history’s rule, nor is 

it a passive surrender to the status quo. The peace I am thinking of is 

the dance of an open mind when it engages another equally open 

one.” While Morrison refers to this metaphoric dance as an accessible 

one, she cautions, “this particular kind of peace warrants vigilance. 

The peril it faces,” she notes; “comes not from the computers and 



information highways that raise alarm among book readers, but from 

unrecognized, more sinister quarters.” These “more sinister quarters,” 

I think, is the self not choosing to take advantage of the opportunity to 

mentally dance before such a chance vanishes. While we sometimes 

view intellectual life as a casual luxury, I want to suggest something 

quite different: thoughtfulness is an urgent matter. It is dire to 

struggle with issues rather than search for simply rendered solutions. 

Securing the peace of the dancing mind and insuring that such peace 

is used consistently and with responsibility is our charge as citizens of 

the world. 

     Members of the graduating class, St. Andrew’s is, in part, where 

you have come to know yourself as you do right now. But, to where 

from here? The answer to that question is difficult. To offer a 

suggestion I’d like to remind you of two brief moments from the film 

The Matrix. One of my favorite moments in the first film is when Neo 

asks Morpheus, “Why do my eyes hurt?” Morpheus responds, “you’ve 

never used them before.” It may sound strange, but that is what I 

wish for you as you leave this place. If it hasn’t begun to happen to 

you already, I hope it does. I hope that your eyes hurt, that you work 

to truly see. That you live life with awareness and intentionality. 

     The second Matrix moment involves the critical choice that makes 

Neo’s rebirth possible. If you recall, when Neo meets Morpheus, 

Morpheus presents him with an option in the form of two pills: one, 

the blue pill, represents life as Neo already knows it; the other, the red 

pill, would allow Neo to explore the questions he has been intuitively 

asking his entire life. He chooses the red pill and begins his journey. 

As we see in the movie, the change is painful and disorienting, but 

ultimately, it is well worth it; the embrace of struggle in search of a 

truth is worth it.  



     This is where the very meaning of complexity resides. It ultimately 

exists in a confluence of intentional choice, daring risk, and historical 

memory. When you decide that you are capable and are responsible 

for concerns beyond your own immediate desires, then you will be 

amazing and brilliant. And in all of this, remember the importance of 

being passionate enough about something and loving yourself enough 

to make these difficult but eye opening choices. 

     But in our version of The Matrix, Mr. Roach won’t walk up to you in 

a moment and present you with such a clear cut option. So you might 

be wondering how you will know when to make the choice to embrace 

complexity as it confronts you. Here’s the catch: when you make your 

critical, daring life decisions, you might sense some resistance from 

those around you. This is your red pill, or better yet, your red flag. As 

a philosopher friend of mine suggests, resistance signals untapped 

complexity at work. We might not want to see this complexity, but 

precisely because it is being resisted, it must be engaged. And not just 

individual resistance, but network resistance. Where the network 

resists, pushes back, coerces a different response, that is precisely 

where it calls to be engaged and grappled with. So, 20 years from 

now, when people ask you what your high school commencement 

speaker said, tell them I told you to choose the metaphoric red pill. 

      


